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Sir, 
Here we go again the AEC is going to bust up the boundaries again just to suit the 
Politicians so Joe Blow doesn't have any more than Jet Jackson, well as far as I'm 
concerned it's a waste of time and a waste of our Tax money and it will not be of any 
benefit to anyone as you just do it all over again, and the AEC being just as bloody 
minded as Telstra you will go ahead and do it any way no matter how many people 
object to the change. 
Why don't you move the politicians around as they do absolutely nothing just tell big 
stories and couldn't tell the truth if they tried, you only have to watch the ABC their 
program Parliament Question Time what a pack of idiots you only have-to look-at-the 
way they carry on, not one person will give a straight answer when asked and most of 
the others just couldn't give a damm what's being said and talk amongst themselves 
and there in charge of the country and to rub salt into the wound you want to change 
the boundaries to suit them you have to be joking, the AEC is just as bad as them and 
really do not care all that much any way, so my view of the AEC isjust as dim as the 
Pollies in Canberra, if the pollies got off their backsides and got out into the country 
and spoke to their voters and took a real interest into whats happening people just 
might move from one electorate to another, to politician just might be able to help 
them in the long run but that won't happen not the way the country is at the moment 
and not till the politicians take a real interest in what's happening around them and the 
problems facing their voters. 
Furthermore since when has the AEC become an extension of the Roads and Traffic 
Authority?, the reason I'm asking I happen to be shown a penalty notice of a friend of 
mine who is a Doctor for not voting and in big red bold writing and it says or near to 
the effect Failure to act on this penalty notice could mean the Non Renewal of your 
Drivers Licence what other low acts does the AEC have ups its sleeves, as I have 
stated before my view of the AEC was dim but if this is what the AEC is stooping to 
I have not one bit of faith in the AEC nor its Departments or Polling booths so much 
so in the next and future upcoming voting's I am going to walk in get my name 
marked off the roll and walk out as your not interested in the final out come your just 
interested in bloody numbers. 
What a dull life the AEC must have, 

Yours 
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